After more than 30 years' construction and development, School of Economics and Management, which originated in 1980, now has two broad discipline categories, namely the economics and the management. The strong faculty has 90% of its members with doctorate or master's degrees. In addition, the School has also appointed a group of domestically and globally influential experts and management professionals as part-time professors.

The School now embraces 4 first-class subjects: Management Science and Engineering, Business Administration, Library Science & Informatics & Achieves Management, and Applied Economics, 1 Ph.D. Degree authorization program in Management Science and Engineering, 6 Master Degree authorization programs in Management Science and Engineering (ministerial-level key discipline), Enterprise Management, Accounting, Finance, Informatics (ministerial-level key discipline), and Library Science; professional Master Degree programs in Master of Business Administration (MBA), Master of Engineering (including Industrial Engineering, Project Management, and Logistics Engineering), and Master of Finance.

- **Research and Teaching Areas**
  Business intelligence, knowledge management, industrial engineering, supply chain management, management decision theory and application, information systems and e-commerce, strategic management, enterprise technology innovation, entrepreneurship management, enterprise organization and human resource management, corporate finance and corporate governance, information science archives management, digital library and knowledge service, information analysis and service, information resource organization and retrieval, data mining, internet finance and risk management, industrial and regional economic development, analysis of economic policy, development of national economy, etc.

- **Qualifications**
Candidates are required to have a doctor degree received from high-level universities or well-known research institutes at home and abroad. Those who have studied abroad for more than one year are preferred. Recent doctoral graduates should not exceed age 32. The ones who have post-doctoral research experience should be under 35 years old. The associate professors should be no more than 38 years old. The professors should not exceed the age of 32. For those who are excellent experts, the age requirements can be flexible appropriately. Candidates should be competent in teaching main courses, and academic performance should exceed the average level of similar personnel in the school, and have the potential for academic development.

- **Contact Information**

School of Economics and Management, Xidian University

Contact: Ms. Li

Telephone: 86-29-81891360

E-mail: lihan@xidian.edu.cn

School Website: https://ems.xidian.edu.cn/

Address: No.266, Xifeng Road, Chang’an District, Xi’an City, Shaanxi

Province, P.R.China

Post Code: 710126